Agenda 
 
1. December-January: Introduction of participants, discussion of the agenda, personal statements on how the September 11 attacks have affected one’s views, activities, or life.
è For each of the following months, we shall try to clarify the connection between the stated topic and building peace. There will be special contributions by coordinators of the Alliance workshops who have worked on related topics. Members of the Peace Studies institution in Grenoble (France) will be present throughout. 
Discussion will take place during the first three weeks of each month and every fourth week will be a "coffee break" : a moment of informal talk among participants on any subject.
è During the whole of the debate, you may send messages to share your experiences in actions for peace with the rest of the participants: this will be a pool of ideas for peace actions. They shall be published as they arrive on the Web site, and for those for whom Web browsing is an expensive or difficult prospect, we shall provide them on the e-mail list during the "coffee breaks," while the facilitation team sums up the discussion of the first three weeks. 
2. February: Humanity and the Biosphere
* Is sustainable development truly related to peace? How? Is sustainable development an illusion? Are there any really signs that we are heading in that direction, or in the balance, is non-sustainable development simply impossible to turn back?

* How can every individual contribute, on a daily basis, by their attitude, to sustainable development and to the resolution of the world's imbalances? Does saving energy, water, and other non-renewable resources individually really make any difference? Is it realistic to believe that high-consumption lifestyles in the rich countries will change, and that their societies will be able to live with less heat, less light, less water, less comfort, less fuel?

* Are there any measurable signs that environmental education is becoming part of education in any significant way?

* One of the many negative consequences of war, is that it is a huge waste of the earth's energy sources. Can we expect the "international war on terrorism" to be a major setback for any progress that has been made in that area?

* The U.S. has refused to sign the Kyoto Protocol intended to reduce the greenhouse-gas emissions that are causing global climate change and putting whole regions of the world in absolute danger. Why is there not enough pressure to bear upon the U.S. government? Is the Kyoto Protocol even sufficient to turn back what may seem as a relentless, destructive tide?

* The biosphere is an organic system of which we are all a part. Is the awakening of a "planetary awareness" a path toward building peace? Can this be achieved fast enough and massively enough to be a realistic course of action?

* The earth cannot generate "new matter" or exchange matter with matter outside of it. This means we have to keep recycling what we have. Why, then, is it so difficult to make countries adopt veritable recycling policies? What are the obstacles and what can we do about them? What is "industrial ecology" and is it truly viable as a model or just an interesting experiment?

* How can economic exigencies be conciliated with environmental conservation? Can a developing country afford to pay off its external debt and finance an environmental policy?

* In terms of the environment, what is the best course of individual action for people in developing countries? In rich countries?

* What is the link between conflicts, research, and the control of energy sources and distribution in the world? Is there an energy war? 
3. March: Society and Economy in Solidarity
* How, exactly, are the dominant global economic system and world peace related? Is peace dependent on reducing inequalities at every level (local, national, global) and on a more equitable economic system?

* What is a "socioeconomy of solidarity"? Are there really alternatives to the prevailing economic model? What are they? What is the scope of their existence / practice? What makes us so sure that they can prevail over violent conflict?

* What are the different things an ordinary person can do to foster a socioeconomy of solidarity?

* What role do the multinational oil companies play in the world and what is their responsibility in the present conflicts? Are the superpowers' armies and intelligence services simply at their service?

* Is terrorism directly related to poverty? Are alternative socioeconomic practices realistically a solution to poverty?

* How is the current international financial system related to global violence? What makes it so resilient, even when submitted to such attacks as those of September 11, 2001? Would it be better if it collapsed? Can it? Would that make it more feasible for other financial and economic systems to develop?

* How was "the external debt" generated? Should, or could it be cancelled or rescheduled for some countries? Why are the interest rates so high? Can a country pay off its debt and finance its education and health systems at the same time?

* Do women have a particular role to play in local development?

* What is the best way to deal with mass clandestine "economic" immigration?

* Are the free market and democracy really compatible? Can a developing country have a democratic government and at the same time comply with the demands of the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and the World Trade Organization? 
4. April: Governance
 * What is governance, what is our role in it, and how, exactly, does it relate to building peace?
* How is power redefined in the political context of the 21st century? Is the current state of affairs, with one superpower, an "imbalance of power"? If so, does it bring stability or instability? Does the idea of a World Parliament sound reasonable and realistic? Is the development of international judicial institutions such as the International Penal Tribunal a way forward to more peaceful relations? Does the U.N. need to be reformed? How?
* Globally, are states more or less likely to go to war than before? How does conflict, which necessarily arises between states, not become violent conflict? What are some other tools that might be developed, for instance at the local level, to help governments deal with violent conflicts? Are techniques of conflict resolution effective at all? Do states even care?
* Does the development of democracy and liberty in the world reduce the likelihood that similar states (i.e. free and democratic) will resort to arms against each other, for example by increasing cooperation, interdependence, and compromises? If this is true, should the international community put very strong pressure on various dictatorships to reform?
* Democracy has many forms, some of them frankly "undemocratic," and can always be perfected. What are the main things wrong with democracy? What reforms should and can we strive for? What are *local democracy* and *participatory democracy*, how are they related to peaceful relations locally, and how are those related to peaceful relations globally?
* What is the role of non-state actors in peace? Is part of the solution to war the development of an international civil society? Since it is difficult to reform states or international institutions, how can individuals, communities, and local authorities have an impact on peace? Can international public opinion have an impact on a state's politics (as in the case of the Middle East)?
* Can the example of the work of the Ecole de la paix in Colombia be applied elsewhere? What is it?
* In certain cases, such as ethnic cleansing or civil war, should the international community be required to intervene in a country's internal affairs? If so, in which cases and with what authority? Should more efforts be made by the international community, international institutions and individual states to work on preventive action rather than wait for a conflict to break out to start dealing with it? What can individuals do to equalize the agenda so that entire regions (for example in Africa) are not forgotten by the rest of the world? 
5. May: Education, Art, Culture, and Values
* To build a culture of peace: Is it necessary to open up to the culture of others, to differences, to change one's usual references and to accept different cultures? How can we increase the conditions and the possibilities of the existence of cultural diversity on the local and global scales?
* What is the role of education to citizenship in the construction of a culture of peace? What does it mean to be "a citizen of the world", what does it involve?
* Does art have a role to play in the construction of peace? Should artists be involved in peace? Can art also serve a culture of war?
* Does the construction of a culture of peace require altruism and empathy? Are there * violent cultures * and * non-violent cultures *? What is the role of culture on the attitude of individuals? Why are women less violent than men?
* What are the motivations for solving conflicts in a violent way? And the motivations to solve conflicts in a non-violent way?
* What is the role of * religions * in conflicts: are they a factor of peace or of war? Do we need to agree on shared basic ethical values on a world level?
* Do the media play a fundamental role in the conflicts today? Can one speak of a * media war *? How do the lack of information and disinformation aggravate conflicts and influence public opinion? Is information different in the North and in the South?
* What kind of actions can be taken at the personal, individual level in favor of peace? 

6. June: Discussion on possible forum products (media campaigns, a meeting between Afghani and American people with the contribution of the world’s civil society, lists of questions for candidates in the elections of one’s country if it practices democracy) and conclusions. The least of the products will be to have progressed in our understanding of how we can go about living on this earth together.


